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We have also prepared several Musical Packages representative of the many styles, forms, and regions where Arabic Music is played. of
artists Notes License Full free access ACRCloud Music recognition & audio based music retrieval &040000000~40,000,000[1]
Commercially available with SDKs, APIs for file scanning, airplay monitoring, shazam-liked featues Free trial available in 15 days AllMusic
Music information and reviews. Some of these operate as an online music store or purchase referral service in some capacity.   This
Documentary is published in two different formats:  The first is the all audio presentation on 5 CD-ROMs. © 1998-2008, Multi Media
Publishing. You can partake in the wide-genred culture of Arabic music any time by simply downloading a free Arabic song or two. Progress
Indicator Opening the iBooks Store. Melody4Arab hosts a wide selection of popular Arabic albums that you may download without cost. fm
contains close to 500 Arabic songs among genres such as Lebanese, Egyptian, belly dance, Arabic pop, Algerian and Middle Eastern. Then
click the downward-facing arrow next to whichever song you'd like to sample. It also influenced and has been influenced by ancient
Egyptian, ancient Greek, Persian, Kurdish, Assyrian, Turkish, Indian, North African music (i. Gracenote Identification service for CDs and
other media.   From the Greek, the Phoenician, the Roman and the Persian empires, to the Islamic Empire, and later the Ottomans and
Europeans, a diverse musical heritage has emerged. There is a 20-second delay before your download begins, which you can avoid if you
want to add their BeeMP3 toolbar. University of Pittsburgh Library System Archives Service Center[15] Werner Icking Music Archive
Wikifonia Free lead sheets in MusicXML format, contributed and editable by users. [11] PD/CC-BY-NC-SA. PD/CC0[6] Free API and
XML data dumps. To download a song, click the "Download" button underneath the album you like. MusicMight Biographies and
discographies. &022788339~22,788,339[14] &001828671~1,828,671[14] &001231199~1,231,199[14] GPL/LGPL/PD/CC-BY-NC-SA.
Swahili), and European music… read more Welcome to the "Classical Arabic Music" Web Site, ھّیكیسلاكلا ھیبرعلا  ىقیسوملا  عقوم  ىلا  مكب  لاھسو  لاھا 
  Please check out our Affiliate site www. CC Sampling Plus. If iTunes doesn't open, click the iTunes application icon in your Dock or on
your Windows desktop. of artists Notes License Full free access See also[edit] References[edit] . With catalogue numbers, codes, and all
other markings taken directly from each release. &151200000151,200,000[4] &90000009,000,000[5] &0050000005,000,000[5] • Multi-



lingual. MuseScore Online sheet music sharing. Yes. arabicmusicarchives. Among the sites that have information on the largest number of
entities are those sites that focus on discographies of composing and performing artists. It is an amalgam of the music of the Arabs in the
Arabian Peninsula and the music of all the peoples that make up the Arab world today. BeeMP3 features thousands of independent Arabic
songs that you can download to your computer, send to your cell phone or stream live from the Internet. Don't be afraid to expand beyond
your preferred genre, as Arabic music includes so much for you to enjoy -- Syrian music, Iranian music, Egyptian music and more! Below is a
table of online music databases that are largely free of charge. Just click a song and then select the "Download Now" button. GPL. The
Freesound Project repository of Creative Commons-licensed audio samples. Try any of the links below to explore some great Arabic music
websites with plenty of free music to offer. MAQAM Largest Database of Arabic and Middle Eastern music artists, tracks, and albums.
Choral Public Domain Library Sheet music archive of choral and vocal music in the public domain or otherwise freely available for printing
and performing Yes Quantone Database of physical/digital products, venues, photos, artists, participants, composers, movements, labels,
publishers and rights. All Rights Reserved Multi-Media Publishing P.   This last format lends itself to folks who like to read the explanations
and listen to the musical examples. Discogs • Database: user-generated cross-referenced database of physical & digital releases, artists, and
labels. Musixmatch The world's largest lyrics platform. ) • Images: for releases, artists, labels, and other companies/organisations listed.
Progress Indicator Arabic music, while independent and very alive, has a long history of interaction with many other regional musical styles
and genres. &100000000~100,000,000[9] &008000000~8,000,000[9] 1 billion "submissions". So, please, browse through all the pages, listen
to as many of the musical samples offered, and may your days and evenings be filled with great music. Also includes free music notation
software to enable a wide range of instrumental music scores to be created, printed and shared No—free accounts are permitted five uploads;
beyond that, payment is required MusicBrainz Open content music database. Nevertheless, one cannot deny the impact they've had on the
younger generation and teenagers at the time. O. The site also includes biographies of its singers, as well as a buy button in case you want to
purchase some of their other songs.   It’s our commitment to present as much information about Classical Arabic Music as circumstances
allow.   A rich heritage indeed, and one, that is deserving of flourishing and survival, so future generations may know and enjoy We have
tried to, and continue trying, to collect and present to you a diverse number of examples representing the various Arabic musical Maqamat
(Modes), musical forms and rhythms, and selected educational information about the musical structure, history and musical instruments of
Arabic music.    A valuable musical presentation, available on this site, is an educational package called Comparative Arabic Music.
&00004200042,000 (370,000 scores) &00001488714,500 composers, 387 performers. From here, right-click on the "Click here to
Download" label and select "Save as" to download the particular song to your computer. • Marketplace: for trade of physical music releases.
Last. • Companies/organisations: cross-referencing all others involved in music production (record companies, manufacturers, distributors,
publishers, rights holders, venues, studios, etc. &00002000020,000 &0000012001,200 MetroLyrics Lyrics lookup. Note that many of the
sites provide a specialized service or focus on a particular music genre.   The Near East, North Africa and regions around the Mediterranean
Sea have witnessed the intermingling of cultural and artistic knowledge throughout ancient and modern history. API available. This trend
generated a lot of attention and had younger teens singing those tunes while older adults were hating on the declining quality of music. e.
Berber), African music (i. WhoSampled User-generated database of comparison between original tracks and covers, or songs that use
samples. &01200000012,000,000[3] &000301000301,000 For commercial business-to-business usage only.   It’s also our belief that a rich
cultural and musical heritage, such as Arabic Music, should be kept alive and available to our fellow Arab Americans, our fellow Americans
and all folks who have the desire to know about, and listen to Arabic Music. Keep in mind, however, that toolbars and other software from
sites like this one can come laden with spyware and other unwanted programs. • 1 billion edits. Last. e. com   Arabic songs have changed so
much in the last few years.   A very diverse art form, Arabic Music, and later on, we will show the close relationship with Turkish and Persian
Music, is listened to in a very vast region of the world. of releases No.   The second format is a Multi Media CD-ROM that is Audio Visual
(Audio Music + Text for explanations). [7] Encyclopaedia Metallum A heavy metal encyclopedia with information, complete discography,
links, images, and reviews. The music scene took a dramatic turn sometime during 2003 when artists such as Haifa Wehbe and Nancy Ajram
started releasing music with controversial videos. LyricWiki Lyrics wiki on Wikia.    The Arabic Music as it’s known today in the Near East
and North Africa is the product of an evolutionary art form that may have started as far back as the Greek civilization. Arabic music is simply
music that comes from the Arab-speaking world. If iBooks doesn't open, click the iBooks app in your Dock. Mutopia Project repository of
free content sheet music. &001653416~1,653,416[13] &000159749~159,749[13] &000082226~82,226[13] Yes, but no access to the lyrics
via API. Each listed song includes a 'Free MP3' button you can click to immediately begin a download. RateYourMusic 3,368,934 1,123,253
Rolldabeats Drum N Bass music database, physical releases only. fm Music community website. • Free membership (which also removes all
site ads). [10] International Music Score Library Project Music scores and parts, mostly scanned from publications now in the public domain;
some recordings. of tracks No. &000460000460,000 &000150000150,000 Database Services No.   From the Atlantic Ocean in North Africa
to the far reaches of Central Asia, and from Asia Minor (present day Turkey and the Islamic Republics of the former Soviet Union) in the
North, to Central Africa and the Arabian Peninsula in the South. Opening the iTunes Store. Database Services No.   Any student of history
can testify to the contributions of the various cultures and political powers to the evolution of this art form. &01200000012,000,000[12]
Automatically creates online library/collection of listened to music and generates recommendations. of releases No. • Marketplace lists over
35 million items (largest physical music items marketplace online). Whether you're already a fan of this wide-ranging genre or you'd like to
discover some new music for your collection, you can download tracks and albums for free online. of tracks No. &001900000~1,900,000[8]
&000265000~265,000[8] &000637000~102,000 bands, ~535,000 artists[8] freedb Identification service for CDs.
&020000000~20,000,000[2] &002200000~2,200,000[2] Song samples only. Box 4615 Crestline, CA 92325 Phone: (909) 338-4736 For
problems or questions regarding this website, please contact info@classicalarabicmusic. com for hundreds of MP3 Arabic Music and Songs
Classical Arabic Music is proud to present the Classical Arabic Music Video Clips: Samaii Muhayyar (Tunis TV Orchestra), Taqseem on the
Qanoon (Ameen Khayyat), Soat al Sahara (Aawadh Doukhi), The Rababah We hope that your visit to this web site will be a pleasant, joyful
and an educational experience.   An Audio Musical Documentary and presentation that discusses, in detail, the various aspects of Arabic
Music; its Maqamat, Forms and rhythms, supplemented with many musical examples from the Middle East and North Africa. The lyrics may
be in Arabic, but they don't have to be, and the music can range from traditional to rock and hip hop
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